Protecting your snow plow equipment and safely storing hydraulic fluid are essential considerations. Whether you need protective enclosures safeguarding your winter maintenance control systems from the elements, or functional reservoirs offering combination or standalone tanks, Certified Cirus Control Systems offers a variety of sleek, compact reservoirs and effective enclosures.

ENCLOSURE SIZES AND MATERIAL OPTIONS
- Mini
- One-ton
- Patrol
- Large patrol
- Powder-coated mild steel
- Stainless steel

RESERVOIR COMBO FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- 17 and 35 gallon capacity
- Left and right mounting
- ½” ports on top and 2 sides
- ¾” port on bottom
- 10 micron in-tank filter (with indicator)
- 50 mesh fill-screen with breather cap
- Fluid level and temperature sight gauge

TANK FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- 15, 20, 30 and 40 gallon capacity
- Left and right mounting
- Two ½” ports on top and 2 sides
- ¾” port on top and bottom
- 10 micron in-tank filter (with indicator)
- 50 mesh fill-screen with breather cap
- Fluid level and temperature sight gauge